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I believe in the power of  poetry. It can 
illuminate and connect. It can visibilize and empower. I am 
referring to poetry “as the revelatory distillation of expe-
rience.”* I am talking about poetry that gives name to the 
nameless. Poetry carved from the rock of our daily experi-
ences. And I believe we are all poets.

Within each of us lies the creative impulse. Fences, walls, 
and barbed wire do not eliminate this impulse. In fact, they 
may intensify it. We still dream. We still hope. We still fight. 
And “it is through poetry that we give name to those ideas 
which are -until the poem- nameless and formless, about to 
be birthed, but already felt.” *

Poetry is one of the most democratic of creative expres-
sions. The multiplicity of forms, the flexibility of rules, and 
the wide breadth of topics addressed make poetry one of the 
most common ways prisoners express their hopes, dreams, 
frustrations, fears, desires and lived experiences. From our 
very first issue, we have received poetry from inside. The 
forms and topics may be different, but the desire to visibilize 
what has been disappeared is the same.

When I first read the poems submitted, I was looking for 
themes to arrange the chapbook. Initially, I conceived three 
sections: Report, Resist, and Repair. These poems report the 
interior and exterior lives of incarcerated folks. They resist 
dehumanization and disappearance. They work to repair 
our relationships with our loved ones, our communities and 

ourselves. When I sorted the poems into sections, I found 
myself frustrated. I kept shifting poems and fretting over 
where others should be. What I realized is that each poem 
in this chapbook is an act of reportage, resistance, and re-
pair. So I dropped the categorization scheme.

What is before you are creative products that reflect the in-
terior lives of incarcerated folks, a part of us that the PIC 
would have people believe doesn’t exist. What you have 
before you are revolutionary demands for freedom and re-
spect.

What you have before you are calls to wholeness and 
community. What you have before you is the language of 
strength and courage. 

Enjoy.

Always,
Stevie

Dreams are made realizable through our 
poems that give us the strength and cour-
age to see, to feel, to speak, and to dare.

- Audre Lorde

*Quotations are from Audre Lorde.
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Concrete Rose

The rose that grows through concrete

 Becomes withered by the weather

 Rain, snow and unbearable heat

The fact that it grew many feet

 And slipped through

  Cracks in concrete

   Is only believable to you 

For you are many not the few

 You are not the who

  Has faith like mustard seed

Blurred vision won’t allow you to see 

 That the rose that grows from concrete…

 is me. 

Dear Comrades!

It has been too long, and that is on us. We have been trying 
out different ways of running a journal with inside editorial 
leadership. Mail interference, retributive hole time, off-and-
on lockdown and other forms of vindictive and negligent 
complications have made it hard, and we have been too 
slow to adapt on the outside. Going forward we are going 
to renew our effort to make sure that we can get this journal 
out to you 4 times a year, regular and consistent. Thanks for 
your patience while we get that together. 

This is an issue we have talked about doing for over a year—
one devoted to poetry from inside. We are really excited 
about all the poems we receive, too many to fit into the reg-
ular issues. So here is the first of what we hope will be many 
poetry issues for ITB, with a few relevant extras. 

Keep writing us, even though we can’t respond to every-
thing, we read it all and we are always  looking for more 
work to publish. All of us working on IN THE BELLY, 
and many others who read and share the journal, send our 
revolutionary and abolitionist support and solidarity. 

In love and struggle,
The ITB Comrades

by Aaron M. Kinzer
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Silent Storm

Can you feel the Rain?
Droplets of Pain, Coursing through my veins.
Memories too deep, Some hurt to say
Living staggering days, blended to feel the 
same.
Flames of the brain, drive the insane
While Frozen hearts don’t feel a thing.
Visioned Pain, in the form of game
Detrimental doses of destruction, feel the rain.
Manipulation tactics, Never change
My mind’s eye sees better days
Looking through the clouds, hearing thunder
I can feel the Rain. 

by Michael Deweese 

Oh he was, what does that mean
Being Black isn’t a color
It’s a state of mind
An identity
If you don’t identify with the Black
 You Not Black

Pigment excluded…Simple as that
Like Racism, Policing a Institution 
With Roles and Norms
 Rooted in a His-story
 Anathema to Black
 Simple as That
 Adopting them…anathema to Black
 Simple as That

Shoot a unarmed man
“He not my brother,” you say, “my brothers wear blue”
 Preaching to the choir Tom
 Telling us something we already knew

My Brother wasn’t shot by a black cop
 But a Racist cop
 Racism, like all isms
 Are Color blind

The Cop Was Black
by Kenneth West 

(Reprinted from “United In Struggle: Poetry 
of  The People”) 
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And the abbreviations B.L.M. everybody standing and 

promoting, 

You can find me In The Belly of an abolitionist journal, 

Confined within Wabash Valley dungeon correctionist 

terminal 

I write this to Volume 2 July + Black August 2020, 

As a right of valve to where my jewels lie and my blackness 

that adjusts my 2020, 

I read the knowledge #8ToAbolition, 

So please publish this schollege in the next edition, 

This the second coming of me acknowledging facts in the 

back of my mind, 

But fuck out here  

First and foremost, can we please abolish Black on Black 

crime. 

by H.O.T.H.

My feet bursting out of my shoes due to the struggle I’m 

striving in,

But I refuse to be defeat or buckle off to a deprived end, 

Although to me, 

This is only the beginning of the life of mine in sections,

More so to me, 

It’s also the againning of the likes of my ancestors,

My burnt offering is peace or nothing but van (edit?) drove 

from Black Lives Matter, 

Burns off on my lands from piece (edit) clutching dressed 

in a wardrobe Black as Lives Matter, 

My fighting is not against my brother nor my sisters, 

Now please don’t be frightened by the act, exist, the bor-

ders nor the insisters, 

Because on the frontline is where the suffering is at, 

So for the cause I ain’t gone trust in these lives anywhere 

I’m uttering at, 

Since this is my life and my rhymes that resuscitates a still 

Just as well as the death of me and mine, 

Words of  Enstrugglement
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Woman with a Voice

I am a woman who has a voice, my name is Joycee, I hate 

the name Joyce!

Prior to my wrongful conviction, I was an Anti-Violence 

Activist, Clergy and Hairstylist. 

My life speaks volumes, no need for profiling. 

In 1998, a young boy was murdered in broad daylight. On 

the side of my Hair Salon, “It didn’t sit right.” 

The gun shots rang out!! Pop pop!! I was beyond terrified, I 

ran for my life. The pain in my heart, It cut like a knife! 

The vic’s name was Shequan. Wasn’t transferred to the 

morgue until the break of dawn… 

Um shock, breathing hard, and looking around! His lifeless 

body laid on the ground…

His eyelids open wide. “Senseless murder,” I cried. Won-

dering how many bodies got smoked outside…

I thought OMG, this neighborhood is unsafe. I had this 

business, but wanted to escape. The culprit was only 16 and 

life gone to waste. Caught him a body and murder was the 

case… 

So, I sacrificed my life to cater to the youth. Not a perma 

nent resident, I’m just passing through… 

I’m optimistic, and adamant about obtaining my exonera-

tion. Under God’s declaration, this is my dedication. 

It’s all about proper perspective and presentation… 

Dealt a hand I didn’t deserve. Accepted my call to protect, 

serve. With God I will win, and that’s my word. 

My life and choices can make a difference in spite of what 

appears to be my demise. I forgive all of my enemies that 

plotted against me and lied… 

Thought they was rocking me to sleep. Had no idea they 

were setting me free. 

I’m working on obtaining my paralegal degree. Will travel 

once again wholeheartedly… 

To enlighten where I came from called, “the urban,” which 

never viewed me as a threat or burden… 

The mentally-ill, the down-trodden, and battered women. 

Shedding light on repercussions and consequences… 

Don’t care what people think it’s how you feel about your-

self. Read, write, stay focused and you’ll gain the wealth. 

Wear your mask and wash you hands to protect your 

health. In other words, it’s called “SELF HELP.” 

Without a voice and meaningful words, trust me people, 

you’ll never be heard. 

by Reverend Joy Powell
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In the revolution it will be about 
the people freedom fighters 
who don’t care who has the biggest ass
J.Lo or Kim Kardashian- 
We want freedom now!

Revolutionaries aren’t trick 
trivia 
Revolutionaries are front liners
neck deep in the thick 

You must be a part of it 
Be there 
You will be
or you will not be.

Revolutions are far from bloodless 
not the place for cowards or the gutless

The revolution will not 
must not 
and cannot be televised
for it always has been and will be a live event 
live, life giving and life taking 
live and in your face
 Viva La Revolution!

You won’t and can’t see it happen 
or happening on tell-lie-vision
better known as TV
the opium of the masses 
digital crack of the underclasses 

Sorry, brother… You can’t stay at home 
upload, download, log in or telecommute 
no Tivo, Wi-fi, 36 Network

It won’t be on the Big Three
CBS, NBC, ABC 
C-SPAN, CNN, and most certainly NOT BET

The revolution will not be televised 
You will see what you refuse to acknowledge 
deaf, dumb and blind
No more 

The revolution won’t be short or secret 
like a 30-second Superbowl commercial
for there will be no Superbowl/NBA Finals/
World Series/or any other useless pastime 
used to control the masses
the end of all mind crack

Why the Revolution (Still) 
Will Not Be Televised

by Kenneth West
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THIS IS US

Young boys, stolen adolescence

Mis-Diagnosed in therapy sessions

Broken homes taught bad lessons

 This is us

Young girls touched and molested

Pimped out and Dis-Respected 

No time spent and none invested 

 This is us

Ostracized and stigmatized 

Criticized and De-Humanized

Deemed unworthy and De-Civilized

 This is us

Cast into caves without release dates

Locked behind doors with strange cell-mates

The ones you feel free to hate

 This is us

Versafire--

Words expire… Never!

Would you die for the cause, 

or fight for the better? 

Defy all the laws,

to keep a nation together?

Fight for equal rights, 

So we can one day see forever?!

Or, would you bow to the man, 

When the waters get rough?  

Forget ‘bout the plan, 

When the road gets too tough? 

When the journey gets rocky, 

and the hills get too high… 

And these goals seem unreachable,

Unless you can fly!? 

If your life could save millions, 

would  you put it on the line? 

What about just one?

Is that enough for you to die?...

No?!?

Well, what if that One, would go on 

The Interview
by Aaron Kinzer by komrade underground
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to save millions… 

Be the ‘Third World Voice,’ 

A true teacher to our children... 

Expose the oppressor, 

and crack down all his buildings… 

Rip the mask off the system

and show the true villian… 

But no, one life for you

was too less…

And you say: “That ‘You wouldn’ve never

have guessed’”...?!

A revolutionary? Nah you sound more like a mess

How can you fight the revolution 

but forget the oppressed?!

The revolution and cause 

should begin from within

and alone, that’s the reason

you care for kin. 

No matter, color of skin

Because we all stand on one thing…

Not to mention, our blood is all red,

when them shots start to ring…

So tell me, 

Why is that you fight in this

war?

Do you feel its cause, 

deep down in your core?!

Your mouth tells me yea,

but your eyes sceam “unsure” 

-fear!! Like you’re playing Russian Roulette

with a Colt. 44…

Scared, to fight for one, 

that you do not know…

You’re an actor, a fake,

I’m so sick of this show… 

When you fail on this field,

You will be exposed.

The door is now open, 

You can pick up and go..
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Amerikkka’s Sins

While Under protective cloaking, shield of night, they eagerly go about

their foul, filthy, dirty deeds all through the night. 

Fat assed government officials hide safely, snug in their plush homes, 

Whilethe neo-nazi cops break our bones. 

Brutal, sadistic prison guards beats prisoners through the day and 

night, 

Who is to protest What Amerikkka conceals from sight? 

Stuffed up in this cage under lock & key 

Wake up Amerikkka Why don’t you see? 

It’s how they capitalize off poverty, the strong-armed robbery

Keeping us oppressed with tyranny & trickery 

Do your history it’s no mystery two brothers were hanged from hicko-

ry. 

Throw up your first it’s time to resist. Let’s put things into perspective 

Formulate and plan our objective. 

Social revolution is the only solution

Why are We hated, segregated, and mass-incarcerated? 

Packed into penitentiaries for centuries. 

In order for everyone to be equal, all power must be in the hands of 

the people. If not, all We can look forward to is shackles and chains 

allowing this fascist government to reign. 

The time is at hand to set the stage and display our rage 

Before they have us all locked in a cage. 

The age of indoctrination is through, this is What We’ve got to do. 

It’s up to me and you to open the eyes and remove the racist disguise 

of the fascist rats that pretend to be democrats. 

by Freedom
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A corrupt republic lying to the public, check the signs everyone’s doing 

time, 

Soon it’ll be a crime to speak your mind. 

Sit down or get shot, I say raise your fist and resist, load up your 

Weapon and make ‘em get to steppin’. 

Nine-Eleven Was an inside job, another reason to rob and plunder. 

Let us act now before they us under. 

Rising from the flames of change with revolutionary aims

Engaged in armed struggle determined to turn fascist Amerikkka to 

rubble. 

It’s these inhumane conditions Which lead to radical transitions, 

We refused to continue to live in apartheid submission. 

We face this Trump nation with anticipation, the time is now to end 

this Racist occupation. 

We must shatter this silence overthrowing the tyrants. 

Only through open opposition will these pigs listen. 

The time for dialogue has passed, let’s snatch up Uncle Sam’s racist ass. 

Until everyone is equal and not considered illegal, let’s give power to 

the people. 

Burnt up police cars When Will Amerikka acknowledge her scars? 

Throw the skunk Donald Trump behind bars. 

Throw a fist in the air for George, let the revolution start. 

Oppression We overthrow it all it takes is heart. 

All nations We are together as one with our lives on the line freedom 

Shall Come. 

Organize your mind, focus on the War, dumping on the pigs

Peace to Assata Shakur

The struggle on the rise this I truly see, 401-years of Amerikkka 

Fuck your knee! 

The Evil Plot

Brothers and sister gather around as the poet spills the law down 
On a vicious scheme perpetrated by a beast 
Yes, those guys Who dress in sheets 
It all started with hate and a cruel money decision
To send as many niggers straight to prison
But their scheme would take time to perfect 
So a very dirty plan was put into effect
It involved money and murder as everyone knows 
Listen carefully for this is how it goes
Dope and coke are allowed to flow freely into the poor Black 
environment
To stem the tide the police yell for total disarmament 
But let me put things in proper order
Who do you believe controls the border
We don’t grow the Poppy or the Coca leaf 
They’ve purposely allowed in is my personal belief 
And to give up our arms would be sure madness 
Which would cause great despair and a lot of caskets
Brothers are killing brothers, while sisters are fighting one an-
other 
Getting high is their only mission in life 
Nothing else matters not even thirty-to-life 
Children are claiming gangs as their prize 
For a color that will surely be their demise 
Loving parents who don’t have a clue on what to do 
Watch if you will their scheme expand 
For We are the target in this white man’s land 
In this society so filled with hate 

by The Insane Poet
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We must sound the alarm before it’s too late 
AIDS was created with us in mind 
Genocide of my race was on his mind 
This virus was made for this reason
It’s evident this government is guilty of treason
You shouldn’t laugh for this isn’t a joke 
What they’re pushing is stronger than coke 
Destroying your mind is their goal
And you’ll do as you’re told 
Unable to utilize that special key 
Soon you’ll realize you’ll never be free 
Some of us have been beaten into submission 
While others seek relief through Court Petition
Some of us stand strong unafraid to fight 
While others fear battle and accept their plight
The atrocities We’ve endured are many 
The Judge sentenced us with time we have plenty 
In these dungeons Which have existed for centuries 
Some call it hell and others the penitentiary
We’re herded like cattle across every state
For niggers command a premium rate
Forced to live in a man made hell 
To the rest of the world it’s known as a cell 
Brothers and sisters exploiting each other 
No respect not even for their own Mother
In homes which are devoid of Fathers 
Young boys of today become tomorrow’s robbers 
Born in the slums of this stolen land 
All roots have been severed from our Motherland
I will forever struggle for our Black people cast in this spot 
Don’t be foolish you better believe in this evil plot. 

Am I Better Off  Dead?

Was I better off dead 

Than to be stuck in my head

23 hours a day

For damn near a year straight 

In response to one crisis 

They created another 

A pandemic of mental health illnesses 

We now suffer

This one year lockdown

An unexpected abnormality 

Has me struggling to maintain

My grip on reality

In the name of preventing a covid spread 

Behind bars 

They stripped the last of our liberties

These days are too hard

Am I better off dead

And at peace with myself 

Than to be cruely and unusually punished

In this beast, that’s my cell. 

by Zone
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Got me locked in a cell that’s 8 by 12
Many miles from home a couple steps 
From hell 
Trapped in these walls of solitude
Surrounded by thought
Thinking bout my parents, my kids,
Loved ones I’ve lost 
Thinking about my freedom and what’s 
The cast 
Is it Death? Cause I feel that it’s 
Near 
It feels like somebody pressing on my 
Chest and I’m fighting for air 
Wondering if the judge gon be
Lenient cause this my first 
time
or is the sentence gonna be more
punishable than the actual 
crime 
Traded in my name for a slave number 
I was assigned at birth
Cause when my momma pushed my black ass out they already 
assigned 
My worth 
Many miles from home a couple 
Steps from hell
Got me locked in a cell that’s 8 by 12

*In dedication to The Sandra Blands and Tamir Rices of the Universe

Eight by Twelve Do Black Lives Really 
Matter?

Was it your Ancestors who was stolen from their native Moth-
erland? 
Was it your people who was forced to wear iron around their 
necks & feet? 
Have you ever been forced to give up everything you’ve ever 
loved?
Your original name, your culture, your language, your God 
Has your great grandfather’s neck been broken at the end of a 
rope? 
Was it you who was dehumanized and made to believe you are 
3/5 of a man? 
Was your Ancestors laying at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean? 
And your whole Black nation ruined. 
Oh, were you shot dead in the street with your hands up? 
Were you decapitated in the dirty south by the racist K.K.K.? 
Were you dragged for six miles in Jasper, Texas chained to a 
truck? 
Was it you hanged in a cell for being a Black woman who didn’t 
shut up? 
Are your people filling up prisons and graveyards more than 
Universities? 
Was it your people that were colonized and victimized by geno-
cide? 
Should we not hate these fools, tells me, what do you know 
about the blues
Far away from our Afrikan home living in a world of wanna be 
Frank Nittys 
And hope to be the next Al Capone.
Black Kings and Queens trading in their royal crowns for do-
rags. 
Somehow our babies are growing up addicted to coke and dope. 
Never learning to live and hope. 
The more we get crushed into dust, I wanna take off the gloves 
and bust. 
But my people don’t yet Understand that armed struggle is a 
must. 
We are suffering at an alarming rate. We lost the identity of our-
selves and our fate. Wake up Black people because it’s too late. 

by [Q]wando by Nathan J. Gray
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To: Dad

Look, I just shed tears homie.

Nah, I aint too proud to admit it.

Aint look my daddy in the eye since he was convicted.

Sentenced

when I was eight years old, thats when they told me that I 

wouldnt see my daddy no more, til I was older.

Thats why I carry a chip on my shoulder,-

call it a shield

cuz itll always protect, though it may never let me heal

Hail Mary.

Run quick, see!

Product of the west side, bad luck, and EBT.

I cant keep blaming you for leaving me.

I used to hate to think about it.

At every event, moms was yelling and you were silent.

Yellow legal pads only reminded me of where you was at, 

but I never saw the bars you behind as silver linings.

Like most would do, I ghosted you

Out of sight, out of mind.-

Treating you like you were dead had me feeling like I was 

the one doing time. Whole time you was juggin, you were 

First String doing it for our lives. -

And Im so sorry dad.-

I got so much to tell you

Got so much to tell you

Im sorry I disappeared, Im so sorry the system failed you.

I want to tell you everything I had to learn without you 

and I wanna learn every single detail about you.

I wanna catch up,

I juggled the baton and almost got passed up. -

I sat out on loving you and I think its time I stand up.

You will always be my father, you will never be the backup.

No man has taken your spot, are you still willing to strap 

up?

by Elijah LilE Brown & Eugene Chubb Brown
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To: Son

I understand your position.

My hand was missing.-

My plan was riches,-

Not seeing you grow and become a man.-

How could I aband and risk it?

That wasn’t my plan or intentions,-

so as a man, if you with it,-

I extend my hand in forgiveness.

Every calendar passed,

I wish I held that camera, that flash

of you out on the field--watching you scramble and dash. 

Moms screaming that’s my baby!--in the back of your 

mind I know you were like damn, wheres my dad?

Shit heartbreaking and sad,

but hearing no one has take

 Shit heartbreaking and sad,

but hearing no one has taken my place, I say it today with 

grace--I am glad.

I used to feel not whole without my gun,

now I feel not whole without my son.

You my artillery

to help me get through this misery

of days I wish you could visit me

and talk history.

You know, I still hold on to your old pictures for energy my 

son and friend to me.

I could never forget you.

When I look in the mirror, I picture you when I picture 

me. Thanks for choosing to reach out and visit me.-

Love,

Dad

In the mental, soon to be physically.
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Abstract Revolution

As I scribble down this ink,
and let my pen think. 

Building… destroying… while the words start to sink. 
Creating this link from the heart to the mind,

Painting the picture that withstands the sands of time… 

A rhyme… a verse…
A blessing… a curse....

A word...  a line…
a mural… a crime… 

A world: 
Where, people survive, pushing nickels and dimes

Where, cops kill with bullets, but only punished with fines...
Where, the poor build shrines and the wicked build mansions…

Where we burn down buildings, just to search for reactions.
Where, Keisha sells her body, because she’s run out of rations…

a 14 year old woman that will never know passion… 

A blast from the barrel, startz every revolution
Smoke screens to hide the system’s pollution.

While the government is- losing the battle- but gaining confu-
sion…

And One small spark will begin the conclusion-
of now!!!

How much longer will they search for aimless revolution
It’s like they want us to keep on lootin!?!

They want us to keep shooting?!!?

But when the smoke all clears, the people will stand!
United as one a community band, 

for we now know the plan 
amongst all the riots, they unveiled their hand. 

Damn… 
It’s like, in the darkest of times, 

is when we are able to see. 
That we: generation y and generation z

know that there is only one race, 
Whether Black, white or East Asian… 

or Hispanic or Indian ... 
But that: we are all human beings… 

so as these wise words were once spoken: 
Fuck Your Ethnicity… 

by komrade underground
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Free Time 
Time.

Prison.

Free.

Twas given to me. 

Argue the fee. 

Tax payee. 

Time. 

Cost while free

But free when taken from me. 

Who is free indeed, me or thee?

CELLULAR HOME
My day begins 

 with the flicker of light

 to cease the prior night. 

I feel the effects but lack all control. 

From wall to wall I pace. 

 I lay and I rise.

 I flush and I wash. 

Never venture I [edit] beyond rim as fish in a bowl. 

Two more poems by Aaron M. Kinzer

What is Reparation? 

Is this the way of saying “I’m sorry?”

For the destruction of a race? 

Or is this to say, thank you for building a nation

Reparation cannot be a sorry! 

Reparation cannot be a thank you! 

Reparation can only be a word, until those cease to oppress

What is reparation?

It means to amend

Does this mean, they’ll begin to respect the Black man

Except that Black Lives Matter

Stop modern day slavery

Tell me, what is reparation?

Reparation is the acknowledgement of my lost forefathers 

Reparation is the end of modern day slavery (mass incar-

ceration)

Reparation is showing us Black Lives Do Matter

This is Reparation!!

What is Reparation?
by D. Wright
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Ever seen or visited a mass grave

What about a prison/one and the same

The places where Racism/Classism 

Buries the living dead

Those they don’t kill/They incarcerate

In Mass Graves

Called Prisons

You never seen one

Smelled the rotting flesh of

the Undead

Heard the clackle of the shackle

Visit the house of the dead

Where Racism…not abstract…

or a figment of imagination

In Humanity’s grave yard

See it institutionalized

Feeding on the soul of the ones

society labels unclean

Outcast…huddle together

The living dead

Mass Grave
by Kenneth West 

(Reprinted from “United In Struggle: Poetry of  
The People”)

places like this with severe circumstances like these

are created and built to still dreams and ambitions.

deflect goals and hinder achievements

while leaving you defensive and defenseless.

when you lose your patience you become anxious.

all your prayers feels like God is against them.

without no mercy just burden against your purpose

leaving your mind confused and your heart distorted.

everyday you become less important with ever doubt of importance

with newfound hate and possibilities of suicide for insurance.

family and friends turn into enemies speaking broken excuses

moving useless while being over opinionated because your mistakes proved stupid.

making thoughts clueless beating your past down your back

and never apologizing for being abusive never lacking confusion.

devastation at its greatest but you hold hope tight believing you’ll make it.

demons you face them looking deep in the mirror contemplating placements

trying to figure out where you need changing only blinking on occasions.

head held high because the pain you embrace, your soul needs saving

walking thru the hurt like a maze catching lessons in its amazements

only stopping to reminisce memories you can never forget.

life failures got you pondering regrets you can’t sit back and forgive.

you want to live life but you can’t in system that don’t believe in chance.

retold history that continues to begin where it ends,every time we never win

on the outside and in, a cold world no matter the streets or the pin.

No Title
by Shannon Dukes
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 dedicated to someone who also
has a beautiful soul

a Big sister in words and deeds

Life is a beautiful thing 

When you have understanding, 

A understanding that you are wonderful 

A desire to understand your true deeper self

A self that is full with Love, Peace and happiness

Happiness to help others and guide them

to self-awareness

And teach them to let go of negative emotions

that have been holding them back

from a purposeful life 

with the ultimate vision

with pure education of your inner self. 

To awaken the mass of lost souls 

So I tilt my hat to the one I feel is 

an authentic soul and has potential to the 

highest degree of understanding people who 

Poem
by Benjamin Ganues

want that change. 

you are a role model

of a beautiful soul with a unique 

understanding. May your energy shine bright always 

like your soul.

Thanks from a

soul striving 

A little brother 

I will overcome 

will patiences and 

understanding and stay learning 

and be that role model to myself 

and to the world. 

People like you, are a blessing to 

this world. May you shine bright

Red as always The end 

dedicated to: 
Ms. Carrie 

Ms. A.P. 

My teachers in program
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Everybody wants an award
To afford a luxury car
Be a movie star move toward the bar
Have a drink think
Spill ya’ guts over da’ toilet sink
We on the brink of a BREAKTHROUGH
Don’t Blink CUT take two maybe three
Free ain’t free
Lets commit a crime spree
What about a fuck’n college degree
Another fee to pay for mis-education
The pilgrim gave the natives a barren reservation
United Snakes
Da’ call for integration meant to
Enslave a portion of da’ population
When the slave imitates da’ intent
Behind da’ occupation and attitudes of da’ downpressor
Da’ indoctrination begins
Str8 haira ssimilation class intimidation
Mass emigration
He is the only one who grants forgiveness of sins 
Here’s the last invitation 
Be our guest in our brothel house
Swap government children exchange a hostile spouse 
Build a unsafe building not a people
Experiments done on a mouse is that illegal
It is the same issue  nothing new
From the pulpit to da’ pew
So simple

HYPENOSIS
by Ras Tyrone Adams

To sit in the most-beautiful temple  and pray
Forgive me invisible god for I’ve walked astray
Without justifiable reason
For this I’ve committed treason
Against da’ struggle
A heathen lost in a sectarian group taught to hustle 
Disguised in my humanitarian suit  I bought from Rus-
sell
Out the back of a Astro van 
You see everybody want a fan not a fanatic
How long is a life span if you become an addict
Creatures of habit
Who wreak havoc on Amerikkka’s infrastructure 
Projects were built they say we needed structure 
Pet scan this negus melon for activity 
A projected felon wit his saggin shorts 
No dignity a record long as the Supreme Courts 
Da’ mystery of his iniquity in question 
For possession   extreme sports
Thurgood Marshall the constitutional Right 
To an impartial member of the panel 
Depends on which channel tonight 
Has the most ratings in criminal procedures 
Unlawful searches and seizures 
Action packed 
Even on mute in closed caption 
We learn to adapt 
The crowd pleasers know what you need and if it’s a need 
for speed
Not to read or write 
They’ll give you a deed to a fantasy life
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Freedom: Is contraband in Jail. 
Because free thinking, independence of spirit and open 
mindedness are like acids that eat away at all prison bars. 

Equality: Is Contraband in Jail.
Because brotherhood always speaks out against and threat-
ens power structures. 

InJustice: Is Contraband in Jail. 
How many of my brothers are here who shouldn’t be? 
Some innocent of guilty, others guilty of innocence. 

Peace: Is Contraband in Jail. 
From fist to shanks to shields and batons.
Violence is the way of all, tyrants. 

Love: Is Contraband in Jail. 
The warm embrace of family and friends. The touching 
and holding of lovers dear. The fires of passion stocked and 
quenched by hands, lips, tongues, and bodies. All this is 
denied and forbidden here. There is no room for love in 
hell. 

Truth: Is Contraband in Jail. 
Because if we knew even half of what the system didn’t 
want us to know ,surely the wall would come tumbling 
down. Their bricks are loud with the mortar of double 

Contraband
by Jerome Almonor

thinking. Their foundations are always built upon false-
hood. This is the house or well’s big brother built.

Unity: Is Contraband in Jail. 
Because through unity we can join the fight against cruel-
ty, malfeasance, and corruption. Unity always stands tall 
against unfairness of all kinds. 

But, if I take your hand… you, me and tomorrow link up 
as one. Together, perhaps, we can find a way out of this de-
ception, this misnomer, this evil hoax, this lie the systems 
“Corrections” united, there is little we cannot do. 

Making vows against injustice, raising voices loud in pro-
test against harm masquerading as “rehabilitation.” Speak-
ing truth to power, we are a resounding war cry, shooting 
down all that is unfair. We are the cage wretches whose 
words are a conspiracy against the silence of indifference. 
Our voices will never stop yelling “I can’t breathe” until we 
are finally heard. 
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everyday for a long time now 
I’ve been riding in the back 
of the bus 
Sometimes I’m sitting 
most times I’m standing
but if you look at my face 
you can see my disgust
riding in the back of the bus
now, today I’m real tired
Just 2 tired 2 move I done scrubbed floors 
washed windows
i even polished ole missy’s shoes
the bus driver tells me I got 2 give up my seat ‘cause
a white man wants it and He Just 2 good 2 stand
on his feet something in my gut say i Just don’t give 
a damn this seat i aint given up 2 hell with the 
white man the white man He’s waiting for me to get
up and go 2 the back i told him my feet hurt and
the back is already packed
you might as well sound the alarm and call the 
cops this colored woman has gone mad and she 
must be stopped i didnt mind the handcuffs or
Being in jail overnight  I still felt pretty strong
i Guess i Knew i was right Early that morning 
Revealed a brand-new day A man named Martin 
luther King i was told was on His way to see me
and help Blacks get equality i felt good and started
2 sing Giving praise 2 the lord for the Reverend 

A Protest Poem for Rosa 
Parks 

by Jacquan Richson

Martin luther King when we first met I’ll never
forget the light in his eyes he was our new sunrise
2 wake us up and win this race no matter how 
long no matter how blue martin was on a mission 
2 make our dreams come true we started the 
montgomery bus Boycott and scared all the white folks 
in town with martin as our leader we knew 
we would turn this thing around we walked used car pools 
and worked together with victory in mind having faith
that we’d win this battle it was Just a matter of time 
the bus company went out of business ‘cause (WE) didn’t 
ride the bus we discovered for the first time the power 
we had in US now when i look back on that 
eventful day i thank God and I pray to never ever
again let anyone treat us like a slave 
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